《The Mysterious CEO》
Chapter 224 - Freedom? (Part-10)
The morning cold breeze slid to rustle the leaves also and sent the shiver in the
humans' bodies but Liu Juan's body had turned numb. She felt nothing but the pain.
She knew that there was some misunderstanding between them but then she thought
that her explanation was enough to clear the misunderstanding between them.
However, no it didn't seem so.
Why but?
Did Liu Ruolan not believe her anymore?
She knew that Liu Ruolan was angry at her but her anger should vanish rather than
converted into hatred. After all, she was Liu Ruolan's little sister whom Liu Ruolan
loved so much. ;
Or perhaps, that love didn't exist anymore.
However, why was this happening?
What had happened that made Liu Ruolan hated her so much that even Liu Juan's
explanation didn't work?
Did Bo Xiao say something to Liu Ruolan against her?

Yes! That must be the case.
Otherwise, Liu Ruolan wouldn't be ready to work with him.
Bo Xiao must have said something to Liu Ruolan to the point Liu Ruolan was ready to
betray her own little sister for him.
Liu Juan looked at Bo Xiao with hatred and wanted to rip his head off for making her
big sister go against her and for betraying her by not fulfilling the part of their deal.
She wanted to make him pay but before she could even take a step,...
Without any warning….

'Chuffff….'
'Chuffff….'
'Chuffff….'
A few helicopters came out of nowhere and hovering above in the sky. At that instant,
the strong circular cold wind formed a tall column of air moving round and round in a
circle making the leaves whizzed alone the wind with the few leaves added to it every
a second after tearing off from the branch.
The sandstorm was making the vision of the people, standing down, ;blur.
Bo Xiao got alert with his men pointed their guns above at the helicopters which were
arrived out of nowhere. While Liu Juan was also frowned seeing this unanticipated
arrived.
She knew that something terrible was now definitely going to happen and she should
run away from here to save herself but she couldn't.
Why?
Because of Liu Ruolan.
Liu Juan had already made mistake by leaving her big sister alone in the dangerous
situation before, however, now she wouldn't leave Liu Ruolan not matter what would
happen and make sure her big sister would be saved.
Contradictory to Bo Xiao and Liu Juan's expression, Liu Ruolan stood there calmly as
if she was expecting these guests for a long time and now they had finally arrived.
With, the helicopters went away and letting the surrounding calm down after the small
storm. A silence was engulfed.
Liu Juan wanted to go towards Liu Rulan to pull her behind her as she didn't know
who this enemy was. She just wanted to save Liu Ruolan and the rest, she would deal
with it.
However, these men weren't meant to be dealt as the other may not notice but Bo Xiao
did. He had recognized these men by spotting their attire that…

The silence which was engulfed was there only for a fraction of a second as four men
came forwards and removed the black mask from their faces.
Looking at these faces, Bo Xiao and Liu Juan's faces turned pale.
"Surprise...Surprise…." The man, their boss, showed his smile while stood in front,
Xin Chao on his right side, whose news was heard that he was badly injured while
seeing him here that didn't seem to be the case, and Robert and Jack, on his left side,
whom Liu Juan had killed or perhaps, she didn't kill them and kill someone else in
their place.
Bo Xiao and Liu Juan were smart enough to understand that their plan backfired to
them.
How?
As someone had backstabbed them.
But who?
They didn't let anyone know about their plan except…
Bo Xiao's sight went at Liu Ruolan who was having a calm expression at this point of
time which was very unusual of her.
As apart from his men who were standing behind him, seemed shocked as him, Liu
Ruolan also knew about his plan as well as Liu Juan's plan.
Thus, she must be the one who betrayed not only Liu Juan but also him.
But then what about these two brothers, Robert and Jack?
How could they still be alive?
That was the question was also running in Liu Juan?
Liu Juan was sure that she had entered into their room to kill them so how come they
were still alive healthy?
Or perhaps, they weren't in their room that night.
Liu Juan clutched her fist and grid her teeth in defeat as she put a little more thought to
understand that her whole plan with Bo Xiao was like an open book to their boss.

She thought that if she would be careful and plan everything delicately she would get
her freedom along with her big sister but no, it didn't seem to…
It seemed that she wouldn't able to get her freedom.
However, there was one thing which she still didn't understand, how did their boss
know about Bo Xiao's plan?
Unlike her, Bo Xiao wasn't like an open book to their boss so that meant someone had
betrayed him as well.
But who?
Unlike Bo Xiao, Liu Juan couldn't figure out that person until she saw through her
side-eye, a certain someone moved towards their boss with a big smile, which opened
her eye widely.

